Exposure to unpredictable and uncontrollable conditions causes animals to perceive stress and change their behavior. It is unclear how the perception of stress modifies the motor components of behavior and which molecular pathways affect the behavioral change. In order to understand how stress affects motor function, we developed an experimental platform that quantifies walking motions in Drosophila. We found that stress induction using electrical shock results in backwards motions of the forelegs at the end of walking strides. These leg retrogressions persisted during repeated stimulation, although they habituated substantially. The motions also continued for several strides after the end of the shock, indicating that stress induces a behavioral aftereffect. Such aftereffect could also be induced by restricting the motion of the flies via wing suspension. Further, the long-term effects could be amplified by combining either immobilization or electric shock with additional stressors. Thus, retrogression is a lingering form of response to a broad range of stressful conditions, which cause the fly to search for a foothold when it faces extreme and unexpected challenges. Mutants in the cAMP signaling pathway enhanced the stress response, indicating that this pathway regulates the behavioral response to stress. Our findings identify the effect of stress on a specific motor component of behavior and define the role of cAMP signaling in this stress response.
Introduction
Animals adjust their motions according to external conditions. Normally, perturbations such as forces opposing motion [1] or impediments blocking stride execution [2] cause animals to adapt to external conditions. When perturbations are unpredictable and uncontrollable, however, animals modify their behavior in a manner that does not necessarily help them to negotiate the perturbation [3] . Such modifications have been observed in a range of animals [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In the face of threats animals modify behaviors such as hiding [7] , exploration behavior [9] and motion speed [5] . However, information about the effect of stress on the motions that comprise behavior are scarce [10] .
Since motor adaptations and stress responses are distinct processes they manifest different features in response to prolonged perturbations. Motor adaptations to a sustained external perturbation manifest as a learning process, in which motions gradually change until they reach a modified state [1] . Conversely, the initial response to stress is maximal and repetition of stimulus results in a gradual decrease of responses due to habituation [11] . Thus, prolonged treatments that induce motor adaptation elicit a shift farther from normal behavior while the stress response is expected to decay towards normal behavior.
Insect walking is a complex behavior requiring precise control over 6 legs and interlimb coordination. Nevertheless, the precise motions underlying behavior can be characterized owing to its reproducibility and the ability to define leg trajectories. Previous studies indicated that insect walking is adaptive, as demonstrated by adaptive changes to walking slope or body load [12, 13] . Thus, insect walking behavior is suited for analyzing nuanced effects of stressors on motor function.
The cAMP pathway affects multiple forms of behavioral plasticity, such as learning [14] . The role of cAMP signaling in the stress response, however, is unknown. Studies in mammalian models have demonstrated changes in the behavioral response to stress in cAMP pathway mutants [15] [16] [17] [18] . Similarly, Drosophila studies suggested that cAMP pathway mutants are hypersensitive to aversive stimuli which elicit stress [19] , however a direct link to motor function has not been characterized.
Here, we quantified motor changes elicited by perturbations on components of Drosophila walking. We found that two independent stressors generated a common modification of leg trajectories. These stressors, electric shock and prolonged motion restriction, correspond to stress treatments demonstrated in mammals. Additional stressors facilitated the response, providing further evidence that independent stressors may converge to a common behavior. The response to both electric shock as well as suspension stress was amplified in adenylyl cyclase and synapsin mutants. Furthermore, the stress response was induced at a faster rate in these mutants. Our findings identify and dissect processes that underlie motor modifications in response to stress.
Materials and Methods

Fly stocks
Experiments in Drosophila were performed with 2 to 4 days old female flies. We received the following stocks from other groups: Rut 1 (Ronald Davis), and Syn 97 (Bertram Gerber). Rut and Syn mutants were backcrossed for six generations onto a wild type Canton S genetic background. The presence of the mutations in each generation was determined using allele specific PCRs.
Video capture and analysis
Videos were obtained with a high-speed camera fitted with a custom zoom, focus and lighting (Bioimaging Solutions) at 100 fps. The first continuous, unidirectional stretch of walking was captured for analysis. The positions of the front edge of the head, the tip of the abdomen and the tips of all six legs were determined for each frame using ImageJ Manual Tracker. We analyzed positional data using a custom java script and performed a comprehensive analysis of locomotion parameters (see Table 1 ). For each time point, the script automatically ascertained whether a given leg was in stride, stance or whether the leg was retrogressing. Retrogression was defined as the ratio of backwards motion of the front legs to the total distance travelled by the fly. For amputated flies, retrogression was only defined for the amputated leg.
Electric Shock
For electric shock experiments, flies were placed onto an electrified copper board (Fig. S1 ). The board was etched to form a grid pattern that ensured that the fly was always in contact with both ends and shorting the circuit. A fluon-coated plastic tube was placed onto the grid to prevent the fly from escaping the shock and the viewing area. We used a Grass SD9 stimulator to apply repeated 2.5 hz, 200 ms stimuli. All stimuli were at a 75 v setting except for the intensity response experiments in Fig. 1A . In order to study the combinatorial effects of slippery surfaces and electric shock, one to two day old female flies had their legs either amputated or covered in glue, and were then allowed to recover for a day in their home vials prior to experiments.
Loss of traction
All experiments that did not involve electric shock were performed in 2.5 cm dishes instead of electrified copper grids. In order to induce slipping, flies were amputated at the third tarsal subsection (Fig. 2B, inset) . To cover the distal tarsal segment of the leg we used cyanoacrylate (superglue). Using an insect pin, we applied the superglue to the tips of the leg until the hook at the end of the fifth tarsomere was encapsulated in the material. In order to ensure that the superglue did not wear off, we examined all flies following the experiment to ensure that the superglue remained in place.
Heat shock
For heat shock experiments, we submerged vials containing flies into a 37uC water bath and amputated the flies after 30 minutes of heating. Retrogression was observed at 0 minutes and 30 minutes of recovery.
Suspension
In order to suspend the flies, we captured the flies by their wings using forceps. For amputated and suspended flies, flies were amputated prior to suspension. The forceps were then bound with clips in order to remain closed, and the flies were allowed to [53]
16
Step Amplitude Average stride leg movement relative to body center, normalized to body length. Independent of speed.
[52]
17
Step Distance Average stride length, in body lengths. Dependent on speed.
[50]
18
Step Distance Coefficient of Variation Standard deviation of stride length divided by average of stride length. Indicates noise in stride lengths.
The table lists the parameters that are calculated from the frame-by-frame acquisition of coordinates. Reference appears whenever a parameter has been used before. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0112076.t001 The Effects of Stress on Motor Function PLOS ONE | www.plosone.orgsuspend for 2 hours. After the suspension period, flies were released and immediately captured on video.
To test the effects of leg-tip sensory feedback, the suspension assays were performed on flies that were allowed to contact the ground. One leg-tip was amputated in each fly to enhance the effects of motor adaptations. In order to determine the effect of stride feedback, we suspended flies while they were suspended over J inch polypropylene balls. The balls were floating over a constant air supply, enabling the flies to walk freely.
Statistics
Statistics were performed in Graphpad Prism 4 and all statistical tests are mentioned where they are used. Normality of data was tested using the Pearson omnibus normality test, and the appropriate tests were applied depending on whether the data were normally distributed or not.
Results
To study the effects of stressors on motor function we have quantified the locomotor parameters of fly walking (Table 1) and analyzed the effects of the stressors on these parameters. We recorded walking using a high-speed camera, determined leg and body positions at each frame and derived data on leg trajectories. In preliminary tests of the assay, we found that stressors have a marked effect on the trajectory of legs. In normal walking, the forelegs move forward during the stride and then they are essentially lowered directly onto the surface (Movie S1). We found that when flies are challenged by stressors, they reach forward with their legs and then allow the legs to move backwards over the walking surface. We therefore used these retrogressions as readout of the motor changes induced by stress. Work in multiple species have determined that when insects are confronted with an obstacle they perform similar motions [20] [21] [22] [23] , which are expected to facilitate sampling of the terrain for a high-traction anchoring site. We reasoned that since this behavior represents a cautionary adaptation to adverse conditions, it may also constitute a general response to stressors.
To test whether stressed flies exhibit retrogression motions we applied an electric shock using an electrified copper grid (Fig. S1 ). Electric shock is commonly used as a stressor for similar studies in mammals [4, 24, 25] . Moreover, this stressor can be applied and withdrawn instantly and it does not elicit a mechanical disturbance to the execution of walking. We found that indeed, application of electric shocks resulted in retrogressions of the forelegs (Fig. 1A) . To characterize the voltage dependence of the stress response we determined the intensity-response curve for retrogression, which fit a Boltzmann sigmoidal with a midpoint of 45614v (Fig. 1B) .
Studies in mammalian models as well as humans have demonstrated that animals rapidly habituate their stress response to repeated stimuli [26] [27] [28] . Habituation to repeated stress may represent a strategy of the nervous system to reduce its response to harmless perturbations [11] . In order to characterize whether the response to electric shock habituates, we applied repeated electric shocks and examined the response at varying time points during stimulation. We found that following the initial response to electric shock, retrogression decreased with a time constant of 206 seconds (Fig. 1C) . Thus, as in other manifestations of stress, the retrogression response habituates during repeated electrical stimuli.
Stressors elicit behavioral changes that remain after withdrawal of the stimulus [5] . In order to test whether electric shock evokes lingering changes in motor performance, we examined motor performance after the end of an electric shock. We found that retrogression showed a trend towards higher values after electric shock termination which was statistically significant for the first step (Fig. 1D) . Thus, the retrogression response persists as an aftereffect following the termination of stress application.
If the increase in retrogression following electric shock is a general response to stress, other stressors are expected to elicit a similar effect. Therefore, we tested whether the introduction of an independent stressor induces retrogression. A slippery walking surface introduces an unexpected and uncontrollable impediment to walking [29, 30] , which may elicit stress. Accordingly, studies have shown that an unstable walking surface generated a behavioral stress response in mammalian models [31, 32] , as well as in humans [33] . In order to create a slippery condition, we amputated the tip of the tarsus, thereby preventing the tarsal pad from adhering to the walking surface. The treatment caused the legs to slip backwards when flies were performing a stride, a motion that constitutes a baseline level of retrogression. This baseline level was determined at the end of a period of 2 hours of free walking post suspension. At the 0 min time point, retrogression showed a trend towards elevated levels relative to baseline, yet it was not statistically significant ( Fig. 2A,B) . The trend of retrogression to decline over tens of minutes probably reflects a process that resembles habituation, where each stride of the treated leg is effectively a repeated application of the stress. The tendency of amputated flies to display above-baseline retrogression suggests that a slippery surface evokes stress which is just below the significance threshold. Since exposure to one type of stressor may facilitate the subsequent response to a second stressor [34] , we reasoned that combining electric shock with amputation should reveal the underlying effect of slippery surfaces on motor behavior. Indeed, the combination of electric shock and amputation induced substantial facilitation of the baseline retrogression induced by amputation alone (Fig. 2C, Fig. S2 ). Thus, slippery conditions are an independent physical driver of the retrogression stress response.
Since amputation is a harsh treatment, we sought an independent method for inducing loss of traction using a less damaging treatment. We induced retrogression by covering the last tarsal segment with a thin film of glue. As in the amputation experiment, covering the tarsal setae with glue facilitated the retrogression response to an electric shock (Fig. 2C) . Facilitation of the response to electric shock following both amputation and glue treatment suggests that slippery condition drive the stress response in both cases. Accordingly, both amputation and glue treatment did not affect walking on high-traction surfaces such as paper (Retrogression on paper was 0.03260.006 for control, 0.04060.010 for amputated flies and 0.03860.005 for glued flies.n$7, p = 0.53 with Kruskal-Wallis test).
To further demonstrate the ability of independent stressors to facilitate the stress response we have combined amputation with heat shock, which is a known stressor [35] . As in the slippery conditions, heat shock was not sufficient for inducing robust retrogression (treated, 0.10460.029 vs. untreated, 0.07760.015, p = 0.75, Mann-Whitney test). However, the heat shock stress facilitated the response to amputation (amputation, 0.23560.019 vs. heat shock with amputation, 0.31960.034, p = 0.035, MannWhitney test). Thus, two stressors that do not elicit a response when applied separately give rise to a substantial stress response when applied sequentially. Taken together, our experiments combining stressors suggest that in addition to electric shock, slippery conditions and heat shock also drive the retrogression stress response.
To validate that retrogression is indeed a response to stress, we sought to demonstrate the behavior using an independent, noninvasive assay. A commonly used method for inducing stress in rats is the tail-suspension test, whereby animals are stressed by suspending them in the air by their tail [36] . We adopted this method to the flies, suspending each fly in the air by its wings. Since it is impossible to study free locomotion during tethered suspension as we did during electric shock (Fig. 1A-C) , we quantified the retrogression aftereffects following release of the flies (as in Fig. 1D ). The behavior during tethered suspension appeared random, with alternating periods of agitated leg motions, grooming or remaining stationary. However, we found that after the end of a tethering period the flies demonstrated robust retrogressions that decayed over several minutes (Fig. 3A-B) . The generation of retrogressions following a non-invasive treatment completely independent from electrical shock confirms that these motion modifications constitute a stress response.
As observed in previous experiments combining stressors, treatment with suspension and amputation resulted in facilitation of the stress response (Fig. 3C) . This robust response, taken together with the slow recovery after suspension (Fig. 3B) , allow for quantification of the kinetics of stress induction and recovery. The recovery rate of amputated and suspended flies was much slower than we observed in electrically shocked flies, taking minutes to plateau (compare Fg. 4A with Fig. 1D) . Similar experiments in mammals demonstrated that induction of stress using motion restraint develops gradually [24] . To quantify the rate at which suspension induces the stress response we measured the initial retrogression of flies that had been suspended for different durations. This plot presents the accumulated perception of stress as a function of suspension time, as measured by the immediate retrogression aftereffect. Interestingly, the time-course of retrogression induction was similar to the recovery from this stress (Fig. 4B) . These kinetic data suggest a single process drives both stress induction and recovery.
The kinetics of the stress response was different between suspension and electric shock, which is in accord with previous work in mammals that demonstrated variable aftereffect kinetics based on the type of stressor applied [25] . In accord with the slower induction and termination of the suspension stress response, we found that the habituation of retrogression also had a slower time course. Unlike electric shock, in which we observed habituation within a few minutes of a single session (Fig. 1A) , suspension required multiple repeated sessions in order to habituate (Fig. 4C) .
Reversibility of the response to stress would indicate that it results from a controlled behavior modification rather than from physical damage. To verify that the behavior change is reversible, we first tested the effect of suspension on flies with amputated leg tips, quantified retrogression and then repeated the process with the same flies. We found that a second suspension had an equivalent effect on walking parameters as the first (Fig. 4D) . As in the changes following the first suspension, the effect of the second suspension decayed after 30 min. Thus, the retrogression that we observed following amputation was not a result of physical damage.
Work in mammals has demonstrated that the precise method of motion restraint affects the resulting behavioral response [27, 37, 38] . We reasoned that this response variability results from different perceptions of stress that were elicited by the sensory system. We therefore sought to dissect the sensory inputs that drive the retrogressions during tethered suspension. To test whether the loss of contact between the legs and the walking surface drives the stress response we tethered the flies at a normal walking distance over a surface, so that the flies could stand in the normal upright position (Fig. 5) . We found that this suspension configuration resulted in a robust stress response that was comparable to the effect of suspension with no leg contact (Fig. 5) . Therefore, the drive for retrogression does not arise from the loss of sensation of a walking surface. To test whether a perception of stress is generated by leg walking motions we suspended the flies over a ball that floats on an air stream (Fig. 5) . Under this configuration, as the flies attempt to walk they rotate the ball backwards. Thus, although their body is immobilized, the legs perform normal walking and apply a propelling force that moves their body relative to the walking surface. In this configuration, the retrogression aftereffect showed a trend towards being increased, yet it was no longer significant (p = 0.15, Wilcoxon signed rank test). Taken together, these results indicate that the main drive for retrogression arises from sensing the relative motion between the legs and the walking surface. It is possible that the loss of absolute body motion drives the non-significant trend towards increased retrogression in treadball-mounted flies (Fig. 5) .
Previous work in Drosophila and mammalian models suggests that components of the cAMP pathway modulate the behavioral response to stress [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Therefore, we sought to determine how mutants of the cAMP pathway affect the retrogression component of the response to stress. We examined mutations in the enzyme that generates cAMP, adenylyl cyclase, and in synapsin, which is a downstream effector [39] . To obtain uniform genetic background we backcrossed both mutants to the same wild type background for six generations. We observed an increased stress response in both mutants using both electric shock and suspension (Fig. 6A-B) . Therefore, the cAMP pathway modulates the magnitude of individual stress responses. As a further dissection of the role of the cAMP pathway in the stress response, we took advantage of the slower rate of stress induction in the combined amputation and suspension assay (Fig. 4B) . Interestingly, both mutants had a faster rate of stress induction than wild type (Fig. 6C) . Taken together, our findings indicate that the cAMP pathway modulates both the intensity as well as the kinetics of the motor components of stress responses.
Discussion
Our data show that exposure to a variety of stressors causes flies to perform backwards motions of their forelegs at the end of strides. These retrogressions during the stress response suggest that the default 'panic mode' of the fly is to adopt a safer posture and search for external anchor sites. A loss of contact between the legs and the walking surface results in reflexive searching motions [20, 21] that resemble the retrogressions that we observed. Thus, it is possible that the perception of stress engages existing reflex circuits to modify motor behavior. It is not clear if reflexive responses are components of the stress response in mammal stereotypies such as cage biting, head twirling and pacing, which do not serve any clear purpose [40] . Instead, the retrogressions may be most closely related to the instinctive drowning response [6] , where people perform involuntary lateral motions of the arms that may be analogous to the insect searching motions.
In the experimental platform we developed, we analyzed the effects of stressors on motor function. The modification of fly walking by stressors exhibited several hallmarks of a response to stress. The most obvious characteristic that we observed was that the change in behavior was immediate, and decayed over time towards normal behavior. This is a characteristic of a behavioral stress response [3] , and contrasts with the developing behavioral shift that is expected in motor learning. A second hallmark of a behavioral stress response is convergence of multiple stressors to a single response. We found that slippery surfaces, heat shock, suspension and electric shock all drove the retrogression stress response. Such convergence of distinct stressors onto a common response has been observed in mammals (e.g. a decreased time spent in the open arm of an elevated plus maze [41] ), We also observed that the amplitude of the stress response varied between the different stressors. The level of response to each stressor might pertain to the risk level it presents to the animal's locomotion. For example, it is possible that heat treatment did not significantly affect retrogression by itself since ambient temperature does not directly impact locomotion. On the other extreme, electric shock constitutes a substantial stressing stimulus since it stimulates locomotion-relevant neurons in an unfamiliar and unexpected context. The third characteristic of the behavioral stress response is the ability of one stressor to facilitate the response to a different stressor (Fig. 2C, 3C ). Facilitation has been observed in rodents in a variety of behavioral assays [34, 42] . Finally, we observed a decrease in retrogression when we repeatedly applied the same stressor, a process of habituation that has been observed for a wide range of stressors in mammals [11] . Repeated stimulation with electric shock resulted in robust habituation after a few minutes (Fig. 1C) . Repeated stimulation by suspension generated significant habituation after four 10-minute cycles (Fig. 4C) . Interestingly, while 40 minutes of intermittent suspension resulted in a robust habituation, 2 hours of continuous suspension resulted in a maximal stress response. These results suggest that repeated suspension generates habituation while the continuous treatment results in an accumulation of the stress response. Such an accumulation of stress response with increased restraint time is in agreement with mammalian studies [24] . In order to habituate the stress response to suspension, the fly needs repeated stimulation, which is in accord with the known features of habituation [11] . The similarities between Drosophila retrogres- sions and the mammalian stress responses suggest that common mechanisms link the two processes. Whether the similarities result from evolutionary conservation or from generation of analogous mechanisms, our experiments demonstrate that Drosophila is well suited as a model for studying the effects of stress on behavior.
The role of the immune system in the stress response may be an additional link between flies and mammalian models. The immune system is a component of the response to stress in vertebrates [43] and may play a role in the behavioral response to stress in invertebrates [44] . It is possible that our manipulations also evoke an immune response which plays a role in the behaviors that we observed. While the immediate effect of electric shock (Fig. 1) is probably emanating from direct modification of neuronal function, the prolonged treatments (such as heat shock or suspension) may have a component originating from the immune system.
Several characteristics of the stress response varied depending on whether flies were suspended or electrically shocked. The initial behavioral response, rate of retrogression induction, and rate of retrogression recovery all varied between the two stressors. Our results may be viewed in the context of similar comparisons that were made in mammals. Electrical footshock and immobilization/ restraint stress are commonly compared with each other when studying the behavioral consequences of stress. Our observation that electrical shock induces a greater immediate behavioral response than immobilization is in agreement with previous studies that showed analogous results using a light-extinction test [4] . The varying rates of induction between the suspension assay and the electric shock assay were also similar to a previous study evaluating time spent in the light portion of a light\dark chamber. In that study, it was demonstrated that the effect of restraint stress required 30 minutes to saturate [24] , which is similar to the kinetics that we observed using fly suspension. Additionally, as we observed in the flies, the effect of footshock rapidly saturated and did not require a long incubation in order to develop [24] . The last characteristic of the behavioral stress response is the rate of recovery, which occurred within a few steps following electrical shock and required several minutes following prolonged suspension. These results are similar to mammalian studies which have found a slower recovery to pre-stress levels following immobilization compared to electrical shock [25] . Thus, in both flies and mammals restraint elicits a stress response characterized by slow kinetics, while electrical stimulus elicits a rapid onset and decay of responses. It is possible that under natural settings such as a narrow opening or a sticky plant, restraint only represents a threat when prolonged, while the unfamiliar electrical stimulus evokes an immediate perception of stress.
In mammals, changing the method of immobilization alters the subsequent characteristics of the behavioral stress response [27, 37] . These findings suggest that sensory perception during stress induction determines the resulting motor output. Indeed, our experiments that modify the mode of suspension dissect which sensory input affects the stress response. Our findings indicate that contact with a walking surface does not mitigate the retrogression response. Relative motion between the legs and the walking surface, however, is a major factor in driving retrogressions. Interestingly, tethered locomotion above a treadball did not completely abolish the aftereffect (Fig. 5 ). Therefore, it is possible that the lack of absolute motion of the body relative to the environment also contributes to retrogressions. In immobilization experiments in mammals, in particular the tail suspension assay [36] which is most similar to our assay, the sensory input which underlies stress perception has not been dissected. Given the similarities we observed between retrogressions and mammalian stress responses, we expect that a main sensory input that drives stress in the tail suspension test is, as we observed, relative motion between the body and the walking surface.
The effect of cAMP on motor behavior has been shown in a wide range of animal models, ranging from aplysia [45] to mammals [46] . In order to define the role of the cAMP signaling pathway in generating a motor stress response, we examined the stress response in the mutants rut 1 and syn 97 . We found that in these cAMP pathway mutants, the motor stress response was enhanced (Fig. 6A-B) . Accordingly, previous studies in the fly demonstrated that cAMP pathway mutants show decreased odor avoidance following electric shock [19] . Such studies are in accord with reports of mammalian adenylyl cyclase 5 knockout, where restraint stress causes animals to display increased anxiety [17] . Knockouts of mammalian adenylyl cyclase 8, however, actually show a decrease in anxious behavior in response to stress [15, 16, 18] . cAMP may influence neuronal function through activation of HCN channels [47] , the EPAC exchange protein [48] and through activation of PKA [49] which phosphorylates downstream effectors such as Synapsin [39] . Since in our experiments the effect of synapsin ablation was similar to the effect of adenylyl cyclase mutation, it is possible that the main effect of cAMP signaling is through the adenylyl cyclase-cAMP-PKA-Synapsin pathway [39] . Such a scenario predicts that recruitment of synaptic vesicles at particular synapses is essential for curbing the stress response. It remains to be dissected which neruonal circuit mediates the effect. 
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